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THE BROOKHAVEN FOUR-STAGE ACCEL-DECEL PRODUCTION OF LOW ENERGY HIGHLY STRIPPED HEAVY IONS

J . B a r r e t t e and P. T h i e b e r g e r
Brookhaven N a t i o n a l L a b o r a t o r y , Upton, New York : 1973 . U . S . A .

The dual MP tandem facil ity at Brookhaven haa
been used In a four-stage accel-decel mode to produce
highly stripped S Ion beams (Q = 10-16*). Fully
stripped S ions were obtained at energies down to 8
MeV. The low energy limit Is presently due to the
inclined field configuration of the last acceleration
tube.

Introduction

Many facets of the study of atomic collisions
with low energy highly stripped ions are of great
interest. To cite one example, such ions will be
present in the very hot plasma of fusion reactors, and
it la important to understand their effects on the
energy balance in this plasma. Also, at low energy
when the velocity of the colliding atoms is lower than
the electron orbital velocity, adlabatlc
approximations -an be applied to the description of
atomic collisions, which should greatly facilitate out
understanding of such collisions.

Data for very low velocity multiply charged Ions
can now be obtained by the use of laser-Induced plasma
discharges,1 recoil ions from high velocity Ion-atom
col l is ions. 2 and various types of ion sources.3
However, for experiments which require a wide range of
velocity and charge state, the use of Van do Graaff
tandems that can operate in a accel-decel mode
provides unique opportunities. Recently a group at

MP6 MP7

Plttsburg" has produced ions at energies as lowg p
aa 0. '5 leV using the double tandem fac i l i ty in
three-stage accel-decel mode. In that case the ion
source la in the terminal of the f irst tandem and a
first stripping Is done between the two tandem
accelerators. We have extended this concept to a
four-stage operation using the BNL double HP tandem
fac i l i ty . Due to the much higher energy at which the
final stripping of the beam is done, fully stripped S
ion beams are easily obtained.

Theory of the Accel-Deeel Operation

The configuration of the double tandem for
four-stage operation Is schematized In f ig . 1 as are
the simple equations which describe the beam energy.
The f irst tandem (HP-6) Is operated In a standard
manner at a positive terminal voltage Vj. The beam Is
further accelerated toward the terminal of the second
tandem CMP-7) which is at negative terminal voltage,
-V2. The beam Is then stripped a second time (OjJ am*
decelerates in the second half of MP-7. The effect of
the second tandem is a net reduction of the beam
energy i f Qj > Qi. The rirst tandem can be easily
operated at a terminal voltage up to 10 MV and is
stabilized on the OVM whereas MP-7 is stabilized using
the s l i t signal from the analyzing magnet and a
negative stabil izer. This tandem has been
successfully operated at a terminal voltage of -9.5
MV.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of four-stage accel-decel
system and equations describing the beam
energy at the strippers and at the exit of
the accelerator.

Results

Typical S beams obtained during the first tests
of this mode of operation are presented in Table 1.
For the beasts listed in Table 1 the charge state
Qi = 3* Is near the optimum charge state after the
first stripper foi l , and the energy at the second
stripper foil is In the range of 120 to HO MeV,
energy at which fully stripped 3 Ions ar easily
produced. If higher charge state Q-| is selected and
both tandems are operated near their maximum terminal
voltage, the beam energy at the second stripper foil
is in excess of 200 MeV raising the possibility of
producing low energy fully stripped Ca or Ti Ions.

Table 1. Examples of Four-Stage S Beams
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In Table 1, the reduction of beam Intensity as
>!ie jfiarge state Qj Increases Is mainly due Uo the
reJ.ceu efficiency of the second stripper foil for the
"rw6?.?r values of Q̂ - Furthermore during these tests
•. - stripper foll3 In the terminal MP-7 were only

•-'- -gr'cm2 thick. This thickness 13 probably too
.r. to reach full charge state equilibration for the

M3h energy beams at this point.

The strong reduction in beam intensity at lower
energy 13 mainly attributed to the optical properties
of the inclined field acceleration tubes near the exit
of zhs accelerator (see below). The 32s«-16 Deam u a 3
.nsorved down to 8 MeV and some usable beam of 32s + '3
wa*j obtained down to 6.3 MeV.

The calculated vertical beam profile In the last
two acceleration tubes is presented in fig. 2 for two
representative beams. The calculations have been done
jsing the code OPTIC 11? and assuming a source
emlttance of 13.5 mm-mrad-MeV1 .̂ By comparing figs.
2a and 2b, one sees that as the energy la reduced, an
increasing part of the beam is lost in the
acceleration electrodes due to the strong alternating
steering produced by the inclined field configuration
of the tube. Furthermore, at low energy the inclined
field of the present tube is not properly balanced for
a decelerating beam, and the beam does not come out of
cne last tube on axis. Wnen not too severe, thi3
residual steering can be compensated by the high
energy steerer immediately outside the pressure
vessel. This strong residual steering explains
probaoly our present lower limit of the beam energy.
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Fig. 2. Vertical beam profile in the last two
acceleration tubes of MP-7 for 32s*'6
beam with final energy of 20 MeV (upper
part) and 7 MeV (lower part).

Fig. 2b also shows that the lens effect at the exit of
tue last acceleration tube creates a strong
convergence of the • beam with a focus inside the
pressure vessel and before the high energy quadrupole.
This focal point will move closer to the exit of the
tube as the energy 13 further reduced, A considerably
lower limit in the beam energy should be easily
obtained If the configuration of the Inclined fields
near the exit of the last acceleration tube Is
properly modified.<>

In a three-stage accel-decel system as In ref. 1,
the beam energy i s given by the relation
£f : V1-(Q2-O,)V2. It follows that the lower limit in
the energy Is due to tht- fact that all the beam with
a given value of AQ = Qj-Qi reach zero energy for the
same value of the ratio Vj/V,. That 13 to say, many
beams with different Qj become superimposed. This
limitation does not exist in four-stage configuration.
Thi3 Is Indicated In fig. 3 where for an analyzing
magnet field corresponding to S*'6 j o n a of 20 and 10
MeV, the location of the most intense beams are
indicated as function of V1 and Vj. There la
relatively few overlaps between the various beans.
Furthermore, when two beams are degenerate for a given
value of Vt it Is generally possible to .separate then
by selectng a different combination of V-j and Vj.
Furthermore, it Is always possible to find for a given
value of 02 (which Is the interesting parameter for
the experimenter) a value of Q- for which the beam Is
clearly Isolated. Contrary to three-stage operation
this la true even down to 0 MeV. If we neglect the
small effect of the injection energy Ejnj, at t = 0
MeV the ratio V2/V, Is given by (1+Qj)/«)2-fli> • Using
this relation. Table 2 gives for S beans the various
combinations of Q-| and Oj which laad to a unique value
of \fj/Vi. Such nondegenerate beans exist for all
large values of Q2. This aeana that with the proper
acceleration tubes the low energy Halt should be
lower than in three-stage operaton and will probably
be determined by the stability of the t and ens and the
energy straggling of the beans.

In a first eiperlnent, the present four-sta;,e
facility was used to measure the energy and charge
state dependence (E a 6-ao MeV, Qg = 9-'**) of the
charge exchange and x-ray production cross sections
for single collision of 3 ions witti He and Ar atoms.7

Table 2. X Indicates the Combinations of
Charge States Q. and 0, Leading

to Unique Value of Vj/Yj aft Ef * 0 MeV
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Fig. 3. The lines describe the location as
function of V, and V, at the most Intense
beams with magnetic r igidity correspond-
ing to S*16 Ions of 20 and 10 MeV.
Each l ine or Sean Is identified by the
pair of charge stat i Qi-02- The beans
with Q2 t 16 nave an energy given by the
relation Ef = E(9=16*> » (Q2/I6K.

Conclusion

The BNL dual HP tandem faci l i ty has been used in
a unique four-stage accel-decel mode to produce low
energy highly stripped beams for atomic physics
experiments. In the present tests ful ly stripped S
ions were produced, but at the highest operational
terminal voltage fully stripped Ions up to Ca or Tl
should be obtained. Ion optic calculations show that
the present low energy l imit could be considerably
reduced by changing the inclined field configuration
near the exit of tfca accelerator.
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